Part Number: TX10

Description: Flashlight

When having white light is not enough for you, look no further than our Quad Color TX10 Flashlight. It has our Utility Beam diffused flood in White, Red, Green, and Blue. Red is ideal for low light situations to prevent night blindness or reading maps, Green is also great for low light and avoiding detection from animals, while Blue can cut through fog while not producing too much nighttime glare. You can also use all of the different colors for signaling purposes.

With Coast's commitment to quality, the TX10 Flashlight is impact resistant, weather resistant and its LEDs are virtually unbreakable. The TX10 Flashlight is backed by Coast's lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. Tested and rated to ANSI/FL1 standards.

Specifications:

- **BATTERY TYPE**: 3 x AAA (Alkaline)
- **BEAM DISTANCE (HIGH)**: 108 ft / 33 m
- **INCLUDED**: 3 x AAA Batteries
- **LENGTH**: 4 in / 10.2 cm
- **LIGHT OUTPUT (HIGH)**: 80 Lumens
- **RUNTIME (HIGH)**: 9 h 45 min
- **WEIGHT**: 3 oz / 85 g
Features:

**QUAD-COLOR BEAM**

Be ready for anything with maximal versatility. Originally designed for and still used by the U.S. armed forces, the Quad-Color Beam enables light selection based on situational needs. White, red, blue, and green lights cover the range of lighting needs—from general purposes, to signaling, to navigation, and tracking game.

**WATER RESISTANCE**

Don’t worry about the weather. COAST lights that have passed the IPX4-level water resistance test are splash-resistant and built with durable materials that stand up to nature.